
Paint, Scrape, Draw: Masonry as Metaphor in the Work of Toni Slick 

“Masonry is the craft of shaping rough pieces of rock into accurate geometrical shapes, at times simple, 
but some of considerable complexity and then arranging the resulting stones, often together with 
mortar, to form structures”  

Watch a bricklayer at work; there is a fascinating rhythm and cadence to the process. Mortar, brick, 
place, scrape. This process is repeated over and over, demanding accuracy and skill. A stonemason’s 
work involves the precise cutting and shaping of the stones to fit into the overall design and aesthetic of 
the wall and larger building while also having structural integrity. The building must stand on its own. 
Now replace the words “bricklayer” and “mason” with the name and work of Antoinette Slick, change a 
few of the materials and here is the result: 

Watch Antoinette Slick at work; there is a fascinating rhythm and cadence to her work. Paint, scrape, 
draw. This process is repeated over and over across the surface of the paper or canvas, demanding 
accuracy and skill. Slick’s work involves the precise shaping of the grid and surface elements to fit into 
the overall design and aesthetic of the painting while also having structural integrity. The painting must 
stand on its own. 

Upon viewing an Antoinette Slick painting, this metaphor quickly comes into focus. These paintings have 
a clear and unmistakable structure, sometimes a very obvious brick-like grid on the immediate surface, 
other times a veiled suggestion of an eroded wall, once present and now weathered, showing the 
effects of time, use, and even abuse. As a collective this work speaks to both the simplicity of this type 
of brick-by-brick structure, uncomplicated yet effective, but these paintings also speak to the unfolding 
of events over vast periods of time, walls that endure and have gained their own sort of knowing.  

One of the earliest of Slick’s paintings in this series, her most mature phase, is simply titled, Wall Series 
2013-2. The brick reference is clear, but these bricks aren’t in an offset pattern that a mason would use 
to increase strength. Slick’s wall is simply made up of three vertical columns of elongated rectangles 
stacked one upon the other. Three columns, 18 bricks each; simple, straightforward, even predictable. 
But what is not predictable is everything else--the color, surface, and line work are refined, elegant and 
spontaneous. This wall has seen decades of whitewash, layer upon layer, mildewing and weathering into 
a soft mossy green, concealing and suppressing the truth of the wall--red brick, barely visible through 
the erosion and decay of the layered surface. Similarly, Wall Series with Words, has a nearly identical 
format and gentle coloration. Slightly above the direct center, one brick is larger, off center, and a shade 
brighter with the word “happiness” scrawled across, childlike. But happiness is barely visible, erased or 
eroded to a mere suggestion of language. In even less visible script other words (pursuit? life?) suggest 
three separate hands made these graffiti marks, hopeful declarations left behind, weather-beaten, worn 
down with time yet still sending an aspirational message to the future. In the end, if these are walls, 
they speak to the enduring and the ephemeral. In the true nature of romanticism, they carry the 
presence of human hands, the persistent hope of shaping and bending nature to our will, but also the 
core truth that nature will always prevail. 

Masonry has another meaning in digital layout and design. In the computer world, masonry is the term 
for compiling a considerable number of images of varied dimensions in a vertical grid such as you see on 
Pinterest. The objective is to fit as many images as possible into all available space, like a mason fitting 
stones in a wall. As Slick’s walls evolve they gain fragments, remnants, traces of marking systems. And 
like the computer form of masonry, these fragments fill the surface. But as one mark takes shape, its 
intention clear and well-defined, another mark fades, its meaning losing strength. Prehistoric cave artists 



and computer designers and Slick--all maximizing available space in order to convey the most 
information possible. 

While these pieces have evolved toward cryptic mark-making, they have not lost their sense of gridded 
surface and structure. The structure still references a wall, but sometimes the grid changes perspective 
and we see the structure in bird’s-eye-view, like a blueprint that has been used as a workspace to parse 
out a puzzle or a riddle.  

With extraordinarily perceptive and complex compositional arrangements, Slick teases these surfaces 
like a graffiti artist. But rather than the bold, direct message often seen in tags, Slick’s surfaces are 
elaborate doodles with a myriad of organic, geometric, and symbolic shapes scattered like board game 
pieces across the surface. An arrow indicates direction, but then the path shifts, redirects, attention 
drawn to some other assembly of shapes, the original path forgotten. The letter “A” suggests something 
to read, but where other letters should be there is a dancing line or a pile of circles and squares. No 
words to be read. Are these graffitied walls or hopscotch diagrams? Are they blueprints or codes? Are 
they primitive markings? Game boards? A lost language? To try and seize on one meaning is pointless--
the clear suggestion is that these markings are all these things at once--serious cryptic messages and 
lighthearted playful distractions. To search too hard for commentary is to lose the levity. But to only 
look at them as amusements is to miss the deep and provocative mystery of this work. Slick has crafted 
a delicate balance between the serious and the lighthearted. With a subtle and elegant dichotomy, she 
draws us in to study her secret language and we find our noses pressed against a well-crafted wall, 
simultaneously a constructed barrier and an enchanting invitation. 

Opening quotation from citb.co.uk 


